I thought this might be nice for the archives, since I couldn't find anything on it before my last post (the bottom most stuff).

Wells Gardner 13K4800 series (13") monitor series (virtually the same as the 19K4900 series (19")).

---------------------------------------------
13K4801, small neck, early version, compatible w/ 13K4851.
13K4806, large neck, later version, compatible w/ 13K5841. **
13K4851, small neck, early version, compatible w/ 13K4801.
13K5841/31, large neck, last version, compatible w/ 13K4806. +*

Note: The Electrohome G07-FBO (13") monitor appears to use the same tube as the 13K4806/13K5841. However, I haven't applied power to test that yet. Additionally, at least on mine, the 13K5841 neck board socket is 45 degrees off compared to a G07-FBO chassis.

+ My WG 13K5841 said says 13K5841 on the frame and 13K5831 on a sticker on the neck board, so I'm not sure which is correct.

* The 13K5831/41 has the extra, blue pot, but no satellite PCB, and includes extra hardware, including around the degaussing coil plug (maybe some of the hardware on the chassis PCB is from the 13K4806 satellite PCB). I'm assuming it was the last revision to this series based on the following info a Wells Gardner tech e-mailed me: "THAT MONITOR WAS JUST A FILL IN FOR US BEFORE THE K7000 CAME OUT."

** 13K4806 chassis has the extra, blue pot for centering and a small, satellite PCB sitting on the metal plate above the flyback.

I'm sure there are other monitor numbers for the 13K4800 series, but these are the four I've dealt with within the last month and thought it would be good info for the archives.

Scott C.